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Abstract

Visual speech information plays a key role in supporting speech perception, especially
when acoustic features are distorted or inaccessible. Recent research suggests that for
spectrally distorted speech, the use of visual speech in auditory training improves not only
subjects’ audiovisual speech recognition, but also their subsequent auditory-only speech
recognition. Visual speech cues, however, can be affected by a number of facial visual signals
that vary across talkers, such as lip emphasis and speaking style. In a previous study, we
enhanced the visual speech videos used in perception training by automatically tracking
and colouring a talker’s lips. This improved the subjects’ audiovisual and subsequent
auditory speech recognition compared with those who were trained via unmodified videos or
audio-only methods. In this paper, we report on two issues related to automatic exaggeration
of the movement of the lips/ mouth area. First, we investigate subjects’ ability to adapt
to the conflict between the articulation energy in the visual signals and the vocal effort in
the acoustic signals (since the acoustic signals remained unexaggerated). Second, we have
examined whether or not

this visual exaggeration can improve the subjects’ performance of auditory and audiovisual
speech recognition when used in perception training. To test this concept, we used spectrally
distorted speech to train groups of listeners using four different training regimes: (1) audio
only, (2) audiovisual, (3) audiovisual visually exaggerated, and (4) audiovisual visually
exaggerated and lip-coloured. We used spectrally distorted speech (cochlear-implant-simulated
speech) because the longer-term aim of our work is to employ these concepts in a training
system for cochlear-implant (CI) users.

The results suggest that after exposure to visually exaggerated speech, listeners had the
ability to adapt alongside the conflicting audiovisual signals. In addition, subjects trained
with enhanced visual cues (regimes 3 and 4) achieved better audiovisual recognition for
a number of phoneme classes than those who were trained with unmodified visual speech
(regime 2). There was no evidence of an improvement in the subsequent audio-only listening
skills, however. The subjects’ adaptation to the conflicting audiovisual signals may have
slowed down auditory perceptual learning, and impeded the ability of the visual speech to
improve the training gains.
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Highlights.

1. An automatic method that exaggerates the visual articulatory features of talkers in
audiovisual speech is presented.

2. An audiovisual conflict after-effect was found, but it becomes negligible after exposing
subjects to exaggerated speech.

3. Exaggeration of the visual speech improves the audiovisual recognition of a number of
phoneme classes.

4. Audiovisual recalibration to visually exaggerated speech may have impeded learning
when used in the audiovisual training.

Keywords: Audiovisual training; Cochlear-implant simulation; Visual-speech
enhancement; Lombard speech

1. Introduction

The robustness of human speech perception arises from a listener’s ability to integrate and
evaluate information from multiple sources. ‘Audiovisual integration’ refers to a listener’s
ability to utilise auditory and visual speech information in order to interpret the perceived
message from the talker [1, 2]. The illusion of perceiving a new audio signal when listeners are
presented with an incongruent audiovisual signal – known as the McGurk effect [3] - provides
compelling evidence of the synergy of audio and visual speech during perception. This
complementary support is also evident in adverse listening conditions, such as when listening
to speech in noise, where visual speech cues can improve the speech intelligibility by 5–22 dB
[4–7]. The external articulators (lips, teeth, and tongue) can provide a significant proportion
of the overall visual speech information gathered from the face [8, 9]; McGrath [9] found that
the accuracy of identifying monophthongal vowels reached 56% by lipreading the external
articulators only. By visualising these external articulators’ kinematic information using a
point-light technique, Rosenblum et al. [10] found that such visualisation can substantially
enhance the intelligibility of speech in noise. Compared with other facial movements that
provide temporal cues only, kinematic information from the mouth can provide both speech
information and temporal cues [11].

Visual speech also significantly contributes to speech intelligibility when listeners undergo
‘internal’ adverse conditions (i.e. when listeners suffer limitations in perceptual skills), such
as in the case of cochlear implant (CI) users. CI users experience the noise inherited from
CI-processed speech, since such speech lacks important spectral and temporal cues necessary
for pitch perception [12–15]. In addition, the amount of acoustic information CI users can
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receive is a function of various physical and physiological factors, including the number
of implanted and activated electrodes and the severity of damage to the hearing nerve
[16]. Fortunately, a talker’s face provides a medium in which CI users can speech-read
visibly distinguished phoneme categories that are difficult to hear, such as labial (anterior
consonants like bilabials) or non-labial (posterior consonants) phonemes.

Attending to visual speech in face-to-face communication is not the only strategy that CI
users utilise as a way of overcoming degraded acoustic cues. Auditory perception training (or
auditory training), for example, can significantly improve CI-listening abilities in audio-only
modalities. Such training aims to enhance the central auditory system (CAS) responses to
sound (i.e. CAS plasticity) by using auditory perceptual learning [17]. Recent studies have
found a link between induced CAS plasticity and the introduction of visual speech in auditory
training (i.e. audiovisual training) in which auditory skills are improved. Such studies found
that the perceptual learning gained from audiovisual training was more effective in enhancing
CI-simulated speech perception by normal-hearing listeners than was the case with auditory
training [18–21]. In auditory training, acoustic signals guide ‘top-down’ perceptual learning.
When acoustic signals are compromised by noise, however (such as in the case of CI users),
the available visual signals that the audiovisual training offers can provide external support
to help develop auditory perceptual learning [18]. This can consequently shape a perceptual
experience that listeners can later utilise to comprehend novel stimuli, even in auditory-only
situations.

The benefits of visual speech may be affected by a range of talker-dependent factors,
including lip emphasis [22–24], teeth and tongue visibility [2, 9, 25], facial hair [26], speaking
style [24, 27], and talker’s gender [28]. This raises the question of whether or not enhancing
visual speech quality can increase the benefit of such speech. In a previous study [29], we
found that enhancing the appearance of a talker’s lips within audiovisual training stimuli can
help to improve the audiovisual and subsequent auditory recognition of CI-simulated speech
by non-native, normal-hearing subjects. Using image processing and computer graphics
techniques, we simulated the talker wearing lipstick in the training stimuli. According to
Lander and Capek’s [22] observations of talkers who wore real lipstick, this is an effect that
can improve lip-reading. We found improved training gains in audiovisual and audio-only
sentence-recognition rates when the subjects were trained by audiovisual speech produced
by a talker wearing simulated lipstick compared with the original unmodified audiovisual
speech and the audio-only speech of the same talker [29].

Speaking style is a determining factor in the quality of visual speech [24, 27]. According
to Lindblom’s hypo-hyper (H&H) theory of speech production [31], talkers make articulatory
energy modifications from hypo- to hyper-articulated speech in order to adapt to the demands
of the listening situation. This may create a variety of speaking styles that exert different
energy magnitudes in order to move the external articulators (Figure 1) [30]. This concept
led us to investigate the transition from hypo- to hyper-articulated speech as a modification
method for enhancing visual speech. Theobald et al. [32] addressed speaking-style exaggeration
in 2D videos in order to support the forensic lip-reading of surveillance videos; they exaggerated
the lip movements of a talker in a video by amplifying the principle components (PCs) of
the talker’s mouth shapes and appearance that were elicited from the video. They found
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Figure 1: The transition from hypo- to hyper-articulation in the Jaw Lip viseme model (JALI), which
simulates visual speech by aggregating functions related to jaw motion and lip motion [30]: This shows that
distinct speaking styles exert different articulatory-energy modifications. Permission to use this image has
been granted by Edwards [30].

improved lip-reading performance among inexperienced lip-readers.
The study we present in this paper investigates the impact of exaggerating the visual

articulatory features (in particular the mouth kinematics) on the visual benefit of audiovisual
speech. The main challenge of such an enhancement is that the combination of exaggerated
visual signals and the original unexaggerated acoustic signals could create conflicting, incongruent
inputs. The impact of exposure to conflicting inputs has been widely investigated in the
behavioural-studies literature [3, 33–36]. These impacts can be classified as immediate biases
or after-effects [33]. An example of immediate biases may be observed in spatial conflict
(such as the ventriloquism effect), where visual stimuli can influence sound localisation [34],
and in identity conflict (i.e. the McGurk effect) [3]. Another study also found that exposure
to mismatched inputs can create an after-effect on perceptual modalities used for adapting
to this conflict. For example, visual speech has the ability to recalibrate auditory perception
after exposure to the conflicting audiovisual stimuli observed in the McGurk effect [33].
Audiovisual recalibration has also been observed in temporal audiovisual conflicts (such as
in live broadcasts) to help adapt to time lags [37, 38].

Given these factors, our study has a twofold aim: first, to investigate the after-effects
of listeners’ exposure to the conflict between the articulation energy in the visual signal
and the vocal effort in the acoustic signal (as well as determining whether the listeners will
acquire the ability to adapt in order to overcome the audiovisual mismatch); and second, to
study the impact of such modifications to audiovisual speech on improvements to audiovisual
and subsequent auditory speech recognition when used in audiovisual training. To achieve
these goals, a similar exaggeration method to Theobald et al. [32] was used in this study to
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model mouth shape variation. We exaggerated mouth motions by extrapolating the PCs of
a talker’s mouth shapes in a given video; we then applied 2D image warping to reanimate
the video using the new exaggerated mouth motion. 2D image warping, which involves
the geometric transformations that define a relationship between two images’ pixels [39], is
a well-known technique for facial modifications that is used for visualising plastic-surgery
outcomes and in various entertainment platforms [40–42].

The audio part of all stimuli that were used in the experiment was spectrally distorted
to simulate what a CI user might hear. (We should note, however, that CI simulation
does not necessarily reflect the hearing experience of an actual CI user, whose hearing
may be worse than the simulation, since CI users’ inner ears in general are partially or
fully damaged [43]). In order to consider the impact of the internal adverse condition
caused by the damaged inner ear among CI users, we chose non-native listeners (where
by non-native we mean non-UK-native. The listeners were female Saudi nationals - see
Section 2.1 for full details) for our experiment. Previous studies have shown that non-native
listeners’ perception is degraded when listening to native speech in adverse conditions
compared with native listeners. During speech-in-noise perception, non-native listeners
face two problems: auditory signal degradation (which is analogous to the CI-simulated
speech used in this experiment) and limited linguistic knowledge [44, 45]. Limited linguistic
knowledge is classified as a form of internal adverse condition that can cause a failure to map
acoustic/phonetic features to lexical units [46, 47]. There may, however, be some differences
between native and non-native lipreaders in using visual cues [48]. The non-native lipreaders’
linguistic experience of the native language [49] is an important factor that impacts the
weighting of visual cues by the lipreaders. To control this variable among the subjects, we
used the IELTS [International English Language Testing System] test score (in particular
the listening band aspect) as a measure to select subjects. To avoid different English abilities
influencing the result, subjects were automatically assigned into subgroups based on their
pre-test scores (explained in Section 2.4) in order to create balanced subgroups in terms of
their pre-test abilities. We may therefore consider our non-native subjects as being analogous
to CI users, since both types of listeners cope with internal and external adversity in their
perception of CI-processed speech.

In order to create a homogeneous subject group, we chose female subjects for our
experiment. Behavioural studies have suggested gender differences in audiovisual perception:
females have been found to be more sensitive to visual speech than males and are better
speech-readers [50]. The audio-only and audiovisual stimuli of the training were taken from a
selected talker in the audiovisual ‘Grid’ corpus [51]. Modifications to the audiovisual stimuli
were applied by exaggerating the mouth movements and/or colouring the lips of the talker to
create modified audiovisual stimuli. Individuals were given an audio-only pre-test and were
trained in one of four alternative conditions: (1) audio only, (2) audiovisual, (3) exaggerated
audiovisual, or (4) exaggerated audiovisual with simulated lipstick applied. The subjects
were then tested again using audio-only stimuli. The method, results, and discussion of this
study are presented in the following sections.
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Figure 2: Frame warping after estimating exaggerated mouth shapes: (a) the original frame; (b) and (c)
frames under two levels of exaggeration effect (α = 1.5 and 2, respectively).

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

The experiment was conducted at the female campus of King Saud University in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. The subjects were 71 female non-native Saudi listeners (with minimum IELTS
score = 5.5), each in the age range 18–40 years (mean = 24 years; standard deviation [SD] =
4.5 years). The hearing ability of each subject was screened using a pure-tone audiometric
test. The participants were split into four groups: A (16 subjects), V (15 subjects), E (21
subjects), and Elipstick (19 subjects). See Section 2.3 for more details.

2.2. Training Stimuli

The audiovisual Grid corpus [51] was used to provide training and testing stimuli during
the auditory-perception training. Each stimulus consisted of sentences such as ‘bin blue at
A 2 please’ with the following syntax: [command: 4] [colour: 4] [preposition: 4] [letter: 25]
[digit: 10] [adverb: 4], where the number of choices for each keyword is indicated in square
brackets (and letters = 25, since ‘W’ was not included [51]). The subjects had to identify
the colour, letter, and digit keywords in each stimulus. Using a single talker from the Grid
corpus, four different modalities of stimuli were created:

1. Audio-only (A) stimuli, which were used for the A-group training as well as in the
audio-only tests for all participants (see Section 2.3);

2. Audiovisual (V) stimuli, which were used in the V-group training;

3. Audiovisual with exaggeration effect (E) stimuli, which were used in the E-group
training (one level of exaggeration was used, α =2); and
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4. Audiovisual with exaggeration and lipstick effect (Elipstick) stimuli, which were used in
the Elipstick-group training (Figure 5).

The implementation of the visual effects used in stimuli 3 and 4 is explained in Section
2.3. The audio-only Grid stimuli were created by spectrally distorting the Grid audio tracks
using an eight-channel sine-wave vocoder (AngelSim1). All audiovisual stimuli (including
those used in V, E, and Elipstick) were modified by replacing the original audio track of
the Grid videos with the corresponding spectrally distorted (i.e. vocoded) audio-only Grid
stimuli using the FFMPEG tool2.

A set of 250 Grid sentences of the selected talker were randomly chosen to ensure that
multiple subjects provided coverage of the same sentence. This set was then randomly split
into ten sets of twelve sentences, ten sets of ten sentences, and five sets of six sentences.
Four versions were produced for each of these sentences: an audio version, an audiovisual
version, an exaggerated audiovisual version, and an exaggerated, lipstick-applied audiovisual
version. Each subject was then assigned seven random sets of stimuli: two sets of twelve
stimuli, three sets of ten stimuli, and two sets of six stimuli. The sets of twelve were used in
audio-only (A) pre- and post-tests, while the three sets of ten and the two sets of six were
used in the training process (see Section 2.4).

2.3. Exaggeration and Lipstick Effects

Selected audiovisual Grid videos (stimuli 2) were processed as a batch using Faceware
Analyzer3 tracking software, which is based on an active appearance model and uses the
shape and texture information to elicit the facial landmarks of the talker. This process
exports an XML file for each video that contains normalised (x,y) locations of facial landmarks
in all video frames, including 30 landmarks of the face (eyebrows, eye corners, pupil, and
nose) and 26 landmarks of the mouth (inner and outer lips). To correct for small variations
over time in the talker-camera distance in a video, the mouth coordinates were normalised
and translated to produce a zero-centred mouth space. The points were normalised by
dividing the mouth landmarks in each frame k by a distance dk, where dk is the Euclidean
distance between the midpoint of the inner corners of the eyes and the tip of the nose,
since these are assumed to be unaffected by the articulation. To create the zero-centred
mouth model space, the normalized mouth landmarks in frame k were translated by T to
be aligned with the centre of the normalized mouth landmarks in the first frame, where T

is formed from the 2D distance between the mouth centres. The kth video frame may then
be associated with two vectors: a mouth shape vector of 52 elements, expressed as:

Lipk =
[

x1 y1 · · · x26 y26
]T

(1)

and a face shape vector of 60 elements, expressed as:

Facek =
[

x1 y1 · · · x30 y30
]T

(2)

1http://www.tigerspeech.com
2https://www.ffmpeg.org
3http://facewaretech.com
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A set of eigenvectors generated from the covariance matrix of a given training set can
be used to approximate any of that set [32, 52]. Given that, we used a set of eigenvectors
generated from the covariance matrix of mouth shapes from a given video (Lip1, Lip2, · · ·Lipn)

4,
to approximate any mouth shape, Lipk, in that video as follows:

Lipk ≈ Lip+ Pbk (3)

where Lip is the mean mouth shape in the corresponding video, P is the matrix of t5

eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues (each column represents an eigenvector), expressed
as:

P =











p1,1 p2,1 · · · pt,1
p1,2 p2,2 · · · pt,2
...

...
. . .

...
p1,52 p2,52 · · · pt,52











(4)

and bk is a t dimensional vector, expressed as:

bk =
[

bk,1 bk,2 · · · bk,t
]T

(5)

and given by:
bk = P T (Lipk − Lip) (6)

where bk defines the contribution of each eigenvector in the representation of Lipk, and
can be seen as a measure of the distance between Lip and Lipk [32]. Thus, multiplying bk
with a scalar α > 1 can extrapolate (i.e. exaggerate) lip shape as follows:

newlipk ≈ Lip+ αPbk (7)

To project newlipk from the zero-centred model space back to its location in the video
frame, newlipk is translated by T−1 then scaled by dk. The exaggeration effect applied
to the E and Elipstick stimuli used α = 2. The video frames were then re-animated by
applying a 2D piecewise linear warping method using the estimated exaggerated mouth
shapes newlipk to apply the exaggeration effect (Figure 2). Each frame was partitioned
using a triangulation algorithm given newlipk, Facek and a ring that delimited the face
(Figure 2: top row). The use of a ring restricts the exaggeration impact to the face only.
Backwards linear transformation was then applied to each triangle, such that pixels in the
target image are inversely mapped to the source image pixels and sampled based on that
mapping [39]. Figure 3 shows the visual exaggeration effects on viseme (visual phoneme)
classes extracted from videos of one speaker from the Grid dataset [53]; the first column
represent the original viseme shape, while the second column represents the viseme after
exaggeration by α = 2.

In order to create a lipstick effect on the exaggerated video, a similar process as detailed
in [29] and illustrated in Figure 4 was applied to the exaggerated videos (Figure 5).

4n ≈ 51 shapes; Each grid video contains 64 frames resulting in 64 mouth shapes, however, we excluded
silence frames when calculating the covariance matrix (13 frames on average).

5t=10 eigenvectors can account for 90-99 % of the lip variance, based on tests made on selected videos.
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Figure 3: Viseme classes extracted for the Grid data sets [53]. The first column represents the original viseme
mouth shape while the second column represents the viseme mouth shape after applying the exaggeration effect
(α = 2). The British English Example Pronunciation dictionary was used for the phoneme notation.
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Figure 4: Lipstick-effect implementation stages [29].

Figure 5: (a) A frame in the V stimuli; the corresponding frames in (b) E and (c) Elipstick; α = 2 was used
in the exaggeration effect applied to E and Elipstick.
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Figure 6: The training method consisted of an audio-only pre-test followed by three training sessions where
X = A, V, E, or Elipstick, then an audio-only post-test session for determining the training gains.

2.4. Procedure

Figure 6 illustrates the training methodology that was used in this study. In order to set
a baseline level for each sub-group, all subjects took an audio-only pre-test of 24 A stimuli
(12 stimuli repeated twice), presented in a random order. The assignment of a subject S
to a training sub-group was done automatically when the subject finished the pre-test so as
to establish a similar baseline across all sub-groups. This was done as follows. Assume that
the subject’s pre-test score is Spre−test. The training software finds a sub-group X (X = A,
V, E, or Elipstick) such that adding Spre−test to the set of X pre-test scores minimizes, makes
no change, or makes the minimum increase to the standard deviation between the means
of all sub-groups’ pre-test scores. Subjects then underwent three training sessions. Each
session consisted of an X (X = A, V, E, or Elipstick) training block that used ten X stimuli
(repeated twice, then presented in a random order to give 20 X) and a test session of six A
stimuli, except for session 3 that preceded the post-test. The two sets of six A presented in
sessions 1 and 2 were used to track learning milestones for all sub-groups. After completing
all training sessions, all subjects took an audio-only post-test using 24 A stimuli in order to
assess their training gains.

Because the Grid corpus was used to provide stimuli, each subject’s training/testing
task was to identify the colour, letter, and digit that corresponded to the stimulus that was
played; they then had to enter in these items using three presses of buttons on a labelled
keyboard. During training (i.e. 20 X in session 1 ,2 and 3), after the subjects submitted their
input for a given stimulus, that stimulus was then replayed with added subtitles to show the
correct words, whether or not the input was correct. No such feedback was provided during
testing (i.e. during the 24 A pre-test, the 6 A in session 1 and 2, and the 24 A post-test).

3. Results

Figure 7 summarises the main results of this experiment. Figure 7a shows the impact of
speech modality (training stimuli) presented during the training on the recognition scores by
the subject groups. Between groups, one-way ANOVA testing between the groups showed a
significant difference between the V and E groups during the second training session (F (3,
67) = 3.38, p = 0.02). No significant difference was found between other groups in all
training sessions. Within groups, repeated-measure ANOVA showed a significant difference
between sentence-recognition scores in the E training sessions (F (2, 40) = 9.987, p = 0.000).
A post-hoc pairwise comparison found a difference between sessions 1 and 3 (p = 0.012)
and sessions 2 and 3 (p = 0.000). A significant difference was also found between the
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Figure 7: Results for the A, V, E, and Elipstick subjects: (a) sentence recognition during training; (b)
audio-only pre- and post-test mean identification scores and training gains (post-test results and pre-test
results); (c) training impact on audio-only sentence recognition (learning milestones). Error bars = standard
error.
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sentence-recognition scores in the Elipstick training sessions (F (2, 36) = 3.38, p = 0.02); the
post-hoc test demonstrated a difference between sessions 1 and 3 (p = 0.038). No significant
difference was found between the sentence-recognition scores in all sessions of the A and V
training. Subjects who underwent the E and Elipstick training described the modified form
of speech as incongruent audiovisual signals. More energy was observed in the visual signals
than in audio signals (i.e. the video cues were more salient than the audio cues). This
situation made audiovisual signals unintelligible at the start of the training.

Figure 7b shows the mean sentence-recognition scores that the A, V, E, and Elipstick

subjects attained in their audio-only pre- and post-training tests as well as their mean
training gains in auditory recognition. All sub-groups were formed with comparable pre-test
scores (see Section 2.4). The V subjects achieved the highest post-test sentence recognition
and training gains, although a one-way ANOVA test showed no significant difference between
their sentence-recognition scores in post-testing (F (3, 67) = 1.6, p = .19) among the A, V,
E, and Elipstick subjects. A Levene’s test indicated unequal variances in training-gain scores
(F = 2.6, p = .041), while Welch ANOVA testing reported no significant difference in
training gains among all groups (F (3, 35) = 0.00, p = 1.00). Figure 7c shows the scores for
the stimuli used in the 6 A of sessions 1 and 2 for all subgroups. These scores were used as
Learning Milestones to track the audio-only skills for all sub-groups throughout the training.
As Figure 7c shows, no significant differences were found in the session 1 post-testing among
all groups (Milestone 1; F (3, 67) = 0.14, p = .93), while a significant difference was found
between the A and V groups in session 2 post-testing (Milestone 2; F (3, 67) = 2.91, p = 0.04,
post-hoc Tukey HSD test p < .05). Only the V subjects showed significant improvements
in their recognition scores between Milestones 1 and 2 (p = .002). This may suggest that
using unmodified visual signals in the training helped to speed up the V subjects’ learning
curve for auditory-only skills.

Confusion matrices (Figures 8 and 9) were also produced in order to understand the
possible sources of confusion the subjects experienced in letter keywords recognition during
the training and audio-only post-testing. Letter recognition was found to be the most
challenging task for all subjects due to the need to select from a larger set with high
variance (25 letters), and letters having shorter duration in terms of phonemes, and thus
less information, as opposed to colours (4) and digits (10). During the training, the
introduction of either modified or original visual signals improved the subjects’ recognition
of letters that contained vowel sounds (as well as bilabial, labiodental, and velar consonant
sounds) compared to the audio-only training regime. Modified visual signals (E and Elipstick

stimuli), however, improved the vowel recognition by 10 percent and the recognition of
letters containing alveolar consonants by 7 percent. The A subjects’ high confusion rates
were observed in the pairs (A /eI/, E /i:/), and in (N /en/,M /em/) and (T /ti:/, D /di:/-
G /dZi:/). These high rates may have indicated low abilities in processing vowels, nasality,
and voicing cues that were distorted by the vocoder. High confusion rates were also observed
among the V subjects at pairs (G /dZi:/, J /dZeI/) and (I /ai:/, E /i:/) which are visually
similar letters. The E subjects’ high confusion rates were observed at the pairs (A /eI/, O
/oU/) and (P /pi:/,B /bi:/); this was likely the result of over-exaggerated mouth shapes.

After the training and during the audio-only post-testing, the V subjects outperformed
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the other group’s auditory recognition of vowel letters, since they recognised 54 percent
of the vowels compared with the A, E, and Elipstick subjects, which scored 30, 41, and 46
percent, respectively. No significant difference in consonant recognition was found among
the groups. The A subjects showed confusion between the (G /dZi:/, T /ti:/), (V /vi:/, O
/oU/), (O /oU/, A /eI/) and (P /pi:/, B /bi:/) pairs; the V subjects with (C /si:/, T /ti:/),
(T /ti:/, G /dZi:/) and (V /vi:/, E /i:/); and the E and Elipstick subjects with the (P /pi:/,
B /bi:/) and (Q /kju:/,T /ti:/) pairs.

4. Discussion

In previous research [21], we examined the effectiveness of automatically enhancing
the appearance of a talker’s lips in maximising the benefit of visual speech on improving
the intelligibility of spectrally distorted speech in audiovisual training. In this paper, we
went further by investigating the impact of exaggerating a talker’s mouth kinematics in
audiovisual speech. Because visual signals are a correlate of audio signals in audiovisual
speech, exaggerating the visual signal alone in audiovisual speech will create incongruent
inputs for listeners. Given this situation, the study reported in this paper investigated the
subjects’ ability to adapt to audiovisual mismatches after exaggerating visual speech. The
study also investigated whether or not applying the exaggeration effect to audiovisual speech
would improve the benefits of the visual signal.

Consistent with previous findings [18–21], we found that the introduction of unmodified
audiovisual speech during auditory training improved the training gains in the auditory
and audiovisual perception of spectrally distorted speech. Visual speech facilitation for
speech-in-noise intelligibility [4] played a key role in improving the non-native subjects’
audiovisual recognition rates for spectrally distorted sentences during the training. Using
visual speech in training improved the subjects’ auditory adaptation processes to spectrally
distorted speech; the subjects were found to have significantly improved between learning
milestones. This situation could reflect the impact of effective rapid perceptual learning.

Audiovisual conflict after-effect. After exposure to the audiovisual speech with exaggeration
effect (E and Elipstick), we found evidence of an audiovisual conflict after-effect. The subjects
were sensitive to the conflict between the articulation energy and the vocal effort in the
modified videos during the early training stages. They also underwent a recalibration process
during audiovisual speech integration in order to overcome this conflict. This situation was
supported by the adaptation profile of the modified audiovisual speech groups (Figure 7a),
which reflected a dramatic increase in the audiovisual recognition rate during session 3. The
increase reached a comparable level to that of the group that received congruent audiovisual
speech signals (the V group), which indicates that the conflict impact became negligible to
the E and Elipstick subjects after exposure. There is a difference, however, observed in the
pace of the adaptation process between the E and Elipstick sub-groups; the Elipstick sub-group
seemed to adapt faster as reflected by the increase in the recognition scores between sessions
1 and 2 in Figure 7a. This suggests that the lipstick filter may have an impact on accelerating
the adaption process in the Elipstick subjects.
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Figure 8: Confusion matrix of letter-recognition scores during training for A, V, E, and Elipstick subjects.

Figure 9: Confusion matrix of letter-recognition scores during audio-only post-testing for A, V, E and
Elipstick subjects.
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Impact of the exaggeration on audiovisual and auditory recognition. Exaggeration
of the visual speech signal also improved the audiovisual recognition of vowels and alveolar
consonants, which are included in 44 percent of the Grid letters. For the remainder of
the Grid letters, the exaggeration of the visual signal showed a comparable benefit to the
unmodified visual speech. However, it did not improve the subsequent auditory recognition.
Those subjects who were trained with exaggerated speech attained training gains in auditory
recognition that were comparable to the gains of those who had been trained with auditory-only
speech. This situation indicates that the subjects did not make use of the modified visual
signals to facilitate their auditory adaptation to the spectrally distorted speech. Our hypothesis
is that the recalibration process the subjects underwent in order to adapt to the audiovisual
conflict during the training was responsible for this. The recalibration process may have
introduced additional cognitive load to the subjects, which in turn slowed down their
auditory perceptual learning. It is thus difficult to judge whether or not modifying the
audiovisual speech by exaggerating the visual signal can maximise the training gains in
auditory recognition, since the subjects needed to undergo a recalibration process in order
to adapt to the modified signals before they commenced the training.

Future work. Work is underway to improve the exaggeration effect in order to minimise
audiovisual conflict. In the current method, visual signals are amplified by a constant value
for all speech segments. This is unrealistic according to H&H theory [31], where energy
fluctuates between hypo- and hyper-levels in articulation. To gain a better understanding of
the articulatory behaviour of hyper-articulated speech, we conducted a small-scale experiment
in which we compared our exaggeration method with real hyper-articulated speech, or
Lombard speech [54]. Lombard speech is one of a suite of acoustic and phonetic modification
techniques; these modifications include increases in fundamental frequency (F0) and speech
levels, shifted first and second frequencies, increases in higher-frequency energy, and a
flattened spectral tilt. At the phonetic level, Lombard speech is characterised by increased
vowel duration as well as energy shifts among different classes of phonemes [55–68]. Visually,
Lombard speech is characterised by greater global movement of the jaw as well as lip
spreading, opening, closing, and protrusion [69, 70]. We chose Lombard speech as an example
of hyper-articulation for this study, since it is a practical way to induce hyper-articulation in
a controllable manner [55, 71]. We collected audiovisual recordings of four talkers who read
sentences in normal conditions (i.e. with no background noise) and in Lombard conditions
(in which they listened over headphones to babble speech presented at 80 dB SPL). The
recordings that were made in normal mode were then modified to exaggerate the mouth
movements of the talkers. The analysis of the articulatory measures (mouth width and
height) at the phoneme level taken from all recordings (normal, Lombard, and exaggerated)
revealed that hyper-articulated speech contained a number of features that were not present
in our exaggeration method. The exaggeration method we used may simulate a similar
effect to Lombard speech change in mouth height, but not mouth width. Future work will
examine the effect of hyper-articulation and develop an exaggeration method derived from
real Lombard speech data. Furthermore, as only female subjects were considered in this
study, and because they are better lipreaders than male subjects [50], future work could also
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examine whether or not the exaggeration effect could help to facilitate lipreading in male
subjects.

5. Conclusions

This paper has reported on a study that investigated the impact of introducing a modified
visual signal (i.e. exaggerated mouth movements) to spectrally distorted audiovisual speech
during auditory training. Our aim was to improve the audiovisual and subsequent audio-only
speech recognition of spectrally distorted speech. We conducted tests on non-native listeners
based on the reasoning that the hearing experience of such listeners for spectrally distorted
speech is analogous to that of CI users. The results of the study suggest that the subjects
who attained the ability to adapt to the mismatch between visual and audio signals did so
as an after-effect of exposure to the exaggeration of the visual signal of audiovisual speech.
As audiovisual conflict became negligible to subjects’ after exposure, the results suggest the
feasibility of applying enhancement effects on the visual signal alone in audiovisual speech,
even if such enhancement may create incongruent audiovisual inputs.

This effect also improved the subjects’ audiovisual recognition of certain phoneme classes.
This situation also indicates the potential for this effect to be employed to facilitate face-to-face
communication in a number of applications; for example, augmented reality solutions incorporated
in communication or media platforms for listeners who are undergoing internal adverse
conditions. The exaggeration effect, however, did not seem to show similar improvements in
the subjects’ subsequent auditory recognition. Their adaptation to the audiovisual conflict
during the training may have played a role in impeding their facilitation of the visual
signal in improving their subsequent auditory-only skills. Future work will involve devising
improvements to the exaggeration method by seeking inspiration from real hyper-articulated
speech data in order to minimise the audiovisual conflict.
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